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From the author of the #1 Songwriting book on Ebook Tops, Futurehit.DNA, Jay Frank provides

musicians with even more tools to succeed with music in the digital age. Hack Your Hit contains

over 40 easy to understand tips and tricks so your music stands out, including:-How To Grow

Superfans-Increasing Facebook and Twitter followers for maximum impact-Utilizing Google to

obtain top search results-Key digital retail strategies to boost sales figures
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the exact moment I needed it to be trusted, failed. Within two sentences, the “s” key no longer

worked.
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THANK YOU NOTESACKNOWLEDGEMENTSADDITIONAL READINGABOUT THE

AUTHORINTRODUCTIONJust to start this book, I had to hack.It’s October 23, 2010, and I’m in

Amsterdam speaking at the Amsterdam Dance Event about my book Futurehit.DNA. I had my

plan set out well in advance. I would come in on Thursday and get my bearings. Friday, I would

speak, schmooze and sell. Saturday morning, I would begin writing. This weekend in

Amsterdam was key for me to get a good chunk of Hack Your Hit completed to get into your

hands quickly. I had brought along my trusty MacBook Pro, which, at the exact moment I

needed it to be trusted, failed. Within two sentences, the “s” key no longer worked.I did all the

things I could think of: I rebooted. I shut my laptop down entirely, let it rest, and started it again.

I took off the “s” key, thinking I might be able to refit it, in case it had come off its mooring. All

that did was subsequently disable the “x” key. Now, I was past frustrated; I was officially

despondent. My whole plan for starting my book was flushed down the drain. Utter disaster!

With time on my hands, I went back to the ADE to continue schmoozing Futurehit.DNA, but

truthfully my heart wasn’t into it. I met my friend, Gary Smith from Billboard in the UK, and told

him of my plight. Without even giving it a second thought, he suggested I go get a wireless

keyboard. In fact, he knew of an Apple store only a few blocks away. And there it was: A

hack.Now, you probably don’t think of getting a wireless keyboard as a hack, but it is. A hack, at

its root, is a solution to a problem. In geek-speak vernacular, it’s usually regarded as a

breaking of the rules, and that’s often true. Occasionally, it’s illicitly breaking the rules. That

ultimately gives hacking a very bad name. But most hackers are actually progressive people

looking for solutions to the world’s problems, discovering ways to move ideas forward. I didn’t

just have a solution to my problem, I had the mental uplift that allowed me to break through and

start writing with minimal delay.Usually, one hack begets another. So it was here.I went down to

the Eden Rembrandt Square hotel bar, where I met my friend Shamal Ranasinghe. Shamal is

co-founder of Topspin, the service I use to sell my books online and to manage my customer

database. Shamal is also a colleague from our days at Yahoo! Music, where we used to talk for

hours about research and strategy. We were to meet for dinner, but neither of us was familiar

with the city. The one recommendation I had would be impossible on a Saturday night. The one

recommendation he had came from the concierge, not always the most trusted source, in my

opinion. So we were stuck. What would we do?I started telling Shamal how I had managed to

hack for my book that morning, and how appropriate that experience was for a book about

hacks. Without missing a beat, Shamal said, “We should hack dinner.” How would we do

that? Both of us instantly took to Twitter and asked people. Never mind that neither of us had

friends in Amsterdam. We surely had friends who had been there. Indeed, within five minutes

we had six recommendations and were searching our mobile phones for more information to

make the right choice.The Indonesian place that was our first choice was jammed and couldn’t

seat us for several hours, a sign that we made the right choice, but just too late. (We knew this

place would be good because two people, who didn’t know each other, recommended it.) We



then soldiered on to our second choice, Castell. Totally different cuisine, and while near a very

populated nightlife district, it was off the path enough to be somewhat hard to find. After a short

wait surrounded by a colorful bar staff, we sat at a table with some locals, a French couple and

an English couple and had some of the best barbequed steak we’ve ever eaten. (Thank you,

Alan Kates.)Yet again, another successful hack.This hacking stuff is fun. And you know what?

Once you put your mind to it, it truly is easy. Most hacking involves little more than taking time

to think. An interesting dilemma in this digital era is that we are so constantly bombarded with

information and things to grab our attention, we seldom feel as if we have time to do that. But

when you do, you can usually solve your problem. And the benefit to you is that most people

don’t invest that time. In fact, given the number of artists out there trying to get their music

heard, just taking the action of thinking about hacking probably places you in the top 10%.

Actually making the hack? You’re now in the top 1%.The concept of this book came about after

reading a fantastic book called Hacking Work, by Bill Jensen and Josh Klein. That book very

neatly describes how one can take the basic concepts of hacking, in computer parlance, and

apply them to the average corporate workplace. The book is not just filled with good ideas to

get the job done it is also an inspiration.Hack Your Hit does not guarantee that your song will

be a hit. But it will provide you with tools and encouragements that can help you make your

song a hit. The dialogue you have been hearing is true: It is possible for you to work completely

within your own system, use your own creativity, and get a hit song despite corporate barriers.
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Amsterdam was key for me to get a good chunk of Hack Your Hit completed to get into your

hands quickly. I had brought along my trusty MacBook Pro, which, at the exact moment I

needed it to be trusted, failed. Within two sentences, the “s” key no longer worked.I did all the

things I could think of: I rebooted. I shut my laptop down entirely, let it rest, and started it again.

I took off the “s” key, thinking I might be able to refit it, in case it had come off its mooring. All

that did was subsequently disable the “x” key. Now, I was past frustrated; I was officially

despondent. My whole plan for starting my book was flushed down the drain. Utter disaster!

With time on my hands, I went back to the ADE to continue schmoozing Futurehit.DNA, but

truthfully my heart wasn’t into it. I met my friend, Gary Smith from Billboard in the UK, and told

him of my plight. Without even giving it a second thought, he suggested I go get a wireless

keyboard. In fact, he knew of an Apple store only a few blocks away. And there it was: A

hack.Now, you probably don’t think of getting a wireless keyboard as a hack, but it is. A hack, at

its root, is a solution to a problem. In geek-speak vernacular, it’s usually regarded as a

breaking of the rules, and that’s often true. Occasionally, it’s illicitly breaking the rules. That

ultimately gives hacking a very bad name. But most hackers are actually progressive people

looking for solutions to the world’s problems, discovering ways to move ideas forward. I didn’t

just have a solution to my problem, I had the mental uplift that allowed me to break through and

start writing with minimal delay.Usually, one hack begets another. So it was here.I went down to

the Eden Rembrandt Square hotel bar, where I met my friend Shamal Ranasinghe. Shamal is

co-founder of Topspin, the service I use to sell my books online and to manage my customer

database. Shamal is also a colleague from our days at Yahoo! Music, where we used to talk for

hours about research and strategy. We were to meet for dinner, but neither of us was familiar

with the city. The one recommendation I had would be impossible on a Saturday night. The one

recommendation he had came from the concierge, not always the most trusted source, in my

opinion. So we were stuck. What would we do?I started telling Shamal how I had managed to

hack for my book that morning, and how appropriate that experience was for a book about

hacks. Without missing a beat, Shamal said, “We should hack dinner.” How would we do

that? Both of us instantly took to Twitter and asked people. Never mind that neither of us had

friends in Amsterdam. We surely had friends who had been there. Indeed, within five minutes

we had six recommendations and were searching our mobile phones for more information to

make the right choice.The Indonesian place that was our first choice was jammed and couldn’t

seat us for several hours, a sign that we made the right choice, but just too late. (We knew this

place would be good because two people, who didn’t know each other, recommended it.) We

then soldiered on to our second choice, Castell. Totally different cuisine, and while near a very

populated nightlife district, it was off the path enough to be somewhat hard to find. After a short

wait surrounded by a colorful bar staff, we sat at a table with some locals, a French couple and

an English couple and had some of the best barbequed steak we’ve ever eaten. (Thank you,

Alan Kates.)Yet again, another successful hack.This hacking stuff is fun. And you know what?

Once you put your mind to it, it truly is easy. Most hacking involves little more than taking time

to think. An interesting dilemma in this digital era is that we are so constantly bombarded with

information and things to grab our attention, we seldom feel as if we have time to do that. But

when you do, you can usually solve your problem. And the benefit to you is that most people

don’t invest that time. In fact, given the number of artists out there trying to get their music

heard, just taking the action of thinking about hacking probably places you in the top 10%.

Actually making the hack? You’re now in the top 1%.The concept of this book came about after

reading a fantastic book called Hacking Work, by Bill Jensen and Josh Klein. That book very

neatly describes how one can take the basic concepts of hacking, in computer parlance, and



apply them to the average corporate workplace. The book is not just filled with good ideas to

get the job done it is also an inspiration.Hack Your Hit does not guarantee that your song will

be a hit. But it will provide you with tools and encouragements that can help you make your

song a hit. The dialogue you have been hearing is true: It is possible for you to work completely

within your own system, use your own creativity, and get a hit song despite corporate

barriers.At the same time, the “corporate barriers” (i.e., industry professionals) are effective for

several reasons. They know the people and the process. They have the experience to know

how, why and where different types of songs work. There are occasions where this

“knowledge” works against them. The story of every label passing on the Beatles is one of

them. But for all the hard knocks record labels take, the reality is they get it right a lot of the

time.So, because you probably don’t have deep pockets, institutional knowledge and an

address book bigger than your fan base, you’re going to have to work extra hard. With that, it

just makes sense to find hacks that make the process more direct, quicker and easier.How

possible is it? Let’s look at the story of Auto-Tune The News.This group of musicians/

comedians had a unique concept: Take some local news reports and clips, put them through

the Auto-Tune filter (the sound that “pitches up” bad singers, which T-Pain turned into a unique

style) and make it a song. They placed these clips on their own YouTube channel and started

building a base of fans. Each successive video increased their audience. When the time was

right, they were primed to win.That time came in late July 2010 when the group saw on TV a

news report from a tough neighborhood in Alabama, where a man broke into a woman’s

apartment and attempted to rape her. What caught the attention of Auto-Tune The News was

when her brother, Antoine Dodson, was interviewed for the story. In a very over-the-top style,

Antoine looked right into the camera and directly addressed the intruder with phrases like, “We

gonna find you!” and “So you better hide your kids, hide your wife…” and so on.Auto-Tune The

News went right into action, creating the “Bed Intruder Song.” The song itself is a hack

creation, though in today’s Internet mashup world, it’s seldom thought of that way. The hack is

basically one of a “shoot first, ask questions later” mentality. They didn’t contact anyone before

putting it out. They let creativity dictate their direction, made the track and released it. It was

only when they wanted to release it on iTunes that they needed to reach out to Antoine for

permission to use his words. And for the record, as the composer of the lyrics, I understand

that Antoine did receive 50% of the songwriting credit.The end result was a YouTube and an

iTunes smash. To my knowledge, it also became the first viral-only song without a record label

or radio airplay to crack the Billboard Hot 100. While people have been saying since Napster in

2000 that an unsigned artist could take over the charts, it wasn’t until “Bed Intruder Song” in

August 2010 that the “independent code” was finally hacked.In three months, the song

received millions of views on YouTube across several videos and sold hundreds of thousands

of downloads. Dodson appeared on the BET Awards and sold a lot of t-shirts on his own

website. Auto-Tune The News also got a production deal with Comedy Central. Lots of winners

all around.For all the visible rapid success of “Bed Intruder Song,” remember that it happened

after Auto-Tune The News had sown seeds for two years. They learned through trial and error

what types of video pieces would get them the most traffic. They cultivated a regular

relationship with their audience. They slowly built and believed in what they were doing. I do not

believe they were aiming for overnight success, but they were certainly prepared for that

moment.So while it’s nice to hope for hacks to give you instant hits, the reality is most likely the

opposite. If you study most “viral” songs, you’ll find that for every one that happens within a

matter of hours or days, there are many more that actually grew slowly, for weeks or months,

before finally catching on.The truth about hit songs is that gatekeepers always make them. The



key difference today is that the gatekeepers are far more accessible by the average person,

either by direct contact or by that viral network of friends. A friend of mine, Marc Edelstein, sent

me and a couple of other buddies a link to the message board of a drumming website. About

as niche on the ‘net as you can get. Marc is not in the music business, but he knew that I, as

someone who is, would respond to the rant of a tour manager on this website. I did, and quickly

placed the link on my @futurehitdna Twitter account. From there, several people retweeted the

link. One of those people caught the eyes of noted sociologist Richard Florida, author of the

fantastic books Rise Of The Creative Class and Flight Of The Creative Class. He then

retweeted the link and reached a much larger audience, bringing more traffic to the site than

that generated by the three-person chain that originally brought him the link. Why? Because he

was a gatekeeper. For that matter, I was a gatekeeper, too.“Bed Intruder Song” became a hit

because many popular websites featured the video and attracted tens of thousands of eyeballs

– gatekeepers all. Similarly, I would bet that iTunes, after seeing unexpected sales, featured the

song in a few more places, making it easier to find. More gatekeepers. But this process is far

different from earlier years of breaking songs.Traditional “terrestrial” radio gatekeepers have

sometimes used their ears, but most of the time they’ve relied on relationships, research

consultants and various forms of enticement to decide which songs to play on the radio.

Compounding the problem of tight playlists was that in the immediate years following

deregulation of radio station ownership in 1996, the number of hits per year declined

significantly owing to format consolidation and increased commercial loads.Today, there are

new avenues of access to listeners. Internet radio stations of all shapes and sizes exist to give

a song a chance. There are bloggers who will write about a song they think will interest their

readers, without even contacting anyone associated with the music. And where there were

once only a dozen or so stations in a city, or a handful or even just one station that would fit the

“sound” of your music, there are now thousands of blogs and radio sites that are all potential

winners to play it.Similarly, the gatekeepers of record sales were even worse. The pipeline was

controlled by a few major labels, which had all the retail shelf space on virtual lockdown. The

independents that did exist often lacked the juice to get sufficient copies into the stores. Even if

they did, they might have lacked the juice to get paid for what was sold. Today, aggregators

such as Tunecore and The Orchard make it much easier for you to get your music on the

shelves and to be paid in a reasonable amount of time. Digital retailers have, in general, also

taken a stronger interest in independent artists and they mine data to promote music that sells,

regardless of the label behind it.With these powerful new resources, the time has never been

better for you to succeed in music … and never been worse. When I lecture on my first book,

Futurehit.DNA, I often start with the staggering statistic that it’s physically impossible for you to

listen to even five percent of recorded music released every week. And that’s presuming that

you are actually listening every hour, every day, without any sleep. So grabbing someone’s

attention has never been harder. It’s the trade-off for gaining easier access.When a clampdown

on corporate radio payola occurred in the mid-2000s, one expected that independent labels

would rejoice that the barriers to entry would be lowered. Instead, many of them actually spoke

out against the end of payola. Why? With payola, it may have been expensive to break a record

at radio, but at least they knew what to do and the cost of entry. With payola stifled, and more

records on an even playing field, the radio program directors (PDs) had too much choice.

These PDs just didn’t want to be bothered by the onslaught and instead stayed with what was

most comfortable – music from major labels. After the economy soured in 2007, there was a

big downturn in advertising on radio (resulting in lower rates and more “units” per hour), which

certainly did not help matters. With ratings performance at a premium, these PDs felt they



couldn’t take chances, and that perceived risk was exactly what independents represented to

them.This selectivity process approximates what most Internet users go through with music.

They are not like you or me. They are not obsessed with music. They do not read music blogs

regularly and don’t buy or stream a ton of music. In general, music comes to them virally, if at

all. They tend to hear the music that’s in front of their face. That narrows the playing field a

lot.So this book aims to help you cut through filters, limitations and other external forces and

find the hacks that give you greater odds of success. Don’t implement all these ideas at once,

but the recommendations are, it’s hoped, inspirational starting points. I would love nothing

more than to have someone come up to me, say they read a certain chapter and tell me it

sparked a new hack that was a variation of what I had discussed. To me, those are the best

hacks.A good hack can be complex, but it is often deceptively simple. With that in mind, I tried

to contain the ideas in this book within short, punchy chapters. My goal is to get your brain

working in as many creative ways as possible. The best hacks are based on how they’re used

in practice. Hackers aren’t comfortable with just coming up with a path to a solution. That path

must be tread on with regular success to achieve its greatest potential.Of course, the best

hacks are not all mine. I do my best to give credit where it’s due for the best ideas that come

my way. These people generally want to share their ideas so they can help more musicians,

just as they were helped. Hacks are seldom created in a vacuum. They are almost always a

collaborative process focused on identifying the best solution in the least amount of time.And

that brings me to the first hack. Let’s dive in!TALK TO PEOPLEI know what you’re thinking:

“Too easy. Too obvious. And nothing apparently technological about it. I paid for this book and

you’re telling me to talk to people? This is worth the price of admission?”Yes, because most

people either do it incorrectly or don’t do it at all.It’s amazing how many artists, whether

because of their own ego or insecurity, fail to simply ask certain questions. There’s no

downside in asking. We may not know the answers. Our friends may not, either. But it’s entirely

possible that the friends of our friends do. The beauty of today’s world is our interconnected

lives. That’s called networking. And that’s the simplest hack.When I first got into the music

business, one of the key nuggets of advice given to me was to get to know as many people as

possible. I was taught that the music business was driven much more by who you knew than

what you knew. The truth is actually a balance of the two. However, that networked connection

used to be protected by those who worked in the seats of music business power. The “friends

of friends” seam was difficult to mine at best. Even if your friend did know someone to solve

your problem, it was often difficult even to get him or her on the phone, let alone to get his or

her attention. Now, those friends are all a post or message away. They can answer at their

leisure and address at their own pace. Not a week goes by without someone I know reaching

out to ask my assistance with a question or for a connection.Those connections may

occasionally be obvious, but usually they’re not. It won’t become apparent until the question is

asked. Are you sitting there struggling with the idea of getting an app for your band online? Are

you spending hours wading through websites, each offering to do the job at a different

price? How much time is lost seeking that key bit of information you need that could have been

spent actually making the app or promoting the music? Why not just send a message to your

social networks asking for solid recommendations?The key to successful hacks is saving time.

When you’re trying to grow your audience, you need to spend as much time as you possibly

can actually doing it. Would you rather devote four hours to making new fans or to looking for a

way to make an app and getting overwhelmed by the choices?Chances are that the questions

you’re asking have already been asked thousands of times. There’s no sense trying to solve a

problem when someone else already has. That’s poor time management, and none of us can



afford that.The first way to source the answer is to ask the people you know best: your parents,

family and friends. Ask the bartender at your favorite club. Ask the person at the instrument

store you frequent. Don’t be shy. As a matter of fact, if this scares the living daylights out of

you, stop reading this book and sell your guitar. Take that money and buy lottery tickets

instead, as those offer you better odds for success than the music business. I’m not

exaggerating. As you’ll learn throughout this book, nearly all of the hacks to success require

social skills. If you lack them, you have an extraordinarily low chance of music success.Beyond

the people you’re in touch with on a regular basis, ask those in your social network. If I had

been writing this book in 2007, I would likely have made joining a social network its own hack.

Let’s assume at this point that you have done the basics and signed up to Facebook, Twitter or

Tumblr – even better, all three. Why? You need to be wherever people may find you. You

wouldn’t say, “I want to sell my music in WalMart and iTunes, but not Best Buy or Ebook Tops,”

because you want to do as much business as possible. Same goes with the major social

networks. Always remember, it’s your job to reach people, not their job to reach you.Let’s also

assume you’ve done that legwork and cultivated your social networks. Now’s the time to ask

them for help. If they’re really a part of your network, they want to help. It doesn’t matter if that

network has 20 people or 20,000. Ask them all. The worst thing that could happen is that they

don’t have an answer; the best thing is that they do. No downside. So go ahead and ask.But

what if your family has no connections, and your social network was no help – what then? Ask

the Internet. As with many things, it’s all in how you ask and where you ask it.First, try a Google

search. If you’re looking to create an app, don’t just type “create an app.” That will probably

yield very poor results. Try “mobile app music artists develop.” If you don’t get the answer you

need, just refine your search. The key is to be very specific. There’s a good chance that many

people have asked the question that you have, and it’s likely that someone has already

answered it.But why stop at Google? There are thousands of video tutorials on YouTube about

the very things you need to know.It’s also likely that someone has already asked the question

on Twitter or Facebook and received a useful answer. Try or search.twitter .com. Again, the

only downside is that you don’t get the answer; the upside is that you do.Then there are the

answers sites. Whether it is Yahoo! Answers, Answers.com or Quora, there are countless

people who have solved millions of problems, and those answers are just sitting there waiting

to be found. And if those sites don’t offer a solution to your problem, ask the question yourself,

and see if the community comes up with the answer. If they do, then you’ll also “pass it forward”

for the next reader of this book that may have the same question.In all, asking for advice is

easier than ever. The aggregate time to go through these steps is probably no more than an

hour or so. It’s sure to be faster and more successful than spending many hours looking for an

answer and failing to find it, or worse, trying ideas that have already been known to fail.Never

waste time. Every minute should be used productively to grow your musical career. Attempting

to recreate solutions that already exist is probably the single biggest thing you could waste

your time on. Don’t do it. Just ask.TWITTER SEARCH YOUR FANSHow often do you find new

people who are fans of your band? And once you find them, what do you do with them? Maybe

you get excited and say, “Wow, So-And-So is a fan of my band. I never knew

that.” Congratulations! You should celebrate that. But if you stop with that thought, you will not

succeed.The sad reality is that most people who like music don’t want to take the time to

become a fan, at least not in the strictest sense. They don’t want to buy everything you put out.

They don’t want to attend a show. They don’t want the t-shirt. But that doesn’t mean that they

won’t.Customer acquisition is usually the hardest part of any business. More precisely, getting

someone to actually try a product, interact with it or visit a store is the most expensive part.



Once someone does make the initial “entrance” and shows an inclination towards a product,

the company has a much easier time establishing and then maintaining a relationship. If it isn’t

actually easier, it’s certainly cheaper to keep the customers it already has. If a firm does do that

successfully, it not only makes profits from that person, it has a higher likelihood of growing,

because that customer is likely to be saying good things about it.Whether you like it or not, if

you are interested in having a hit with your music, your music is also a business. Perhaps you

already have set up your artist venture as an LLC. Regardless, you need to view your music

from a business perspective in order to succeed. Since we’re a creative community, we get to

call customer acquisition by the slightly sexier name of “growing a fan database,” but it’s the

same thing. So we collect names through mailing lists at concerts, give away free downloads

and try to attract people via voluntary signups on Facebook or Twitter.That’s all well and good,

but what about all those people too lazy to sign up for your feeds? You may think it’s easy, but

the average person surfing the Web won’t do it unless it’s right in front of their face. Maybe that

person is not inclined to “like” your band on Facebook because they’re just not about that. Quite

likely, taking that action may not even be in their peripheral vision. The reality is that the vast

world of the Internet makes “liking” you a chore that most don’t realize they “should” do.It’s up

to you to get them to recognize and act on this chore. Fortunately, there are people who

regularly advertise that they might want to be fans. You just have to look for them. That’s where

social network searches like Twitter Search, Open Status Search and “scraping” tools like

Google Alerts come in handy.All you need to do is search for yourself on a regular basis. It’s

not narcissistic; it’s called “looking for your fans.” Type in your artist name and see what comes

up. It may produce nothing, but as you grow, you may find something. Maybe someone

remarks, “Just discovered So-And-So on Pitchfork, and they’re pretty good.” Bam! Perhaps

they said, “Heading out to the So-And-So show at the Roxy. Meet me there.” Wham! Or

perhaps they said, “Listening to So-And-So while cleaning the kitchen.” Huzzah! Potential fans

all.But don’t stop at searching for your band name. What about your songs? You’d hate to miss

someone saying, “I really like that Cool-Lyric song.” A lot of people hear songs and don’t know

who’s singing them. I know, even with Internet music discovery sites showing the artist and

song title right next to the song nearly every time, you’d still be surprised how many people

have no idea what your name is. That takes hard work, even for artists with big hit songs. So,

don’t take anything for granted. Search your song names, including misspellings and variations.

Search your album name. Search your lead singer’s name. “Wow, I think Hot-Singer is hot.”

Another fan. Get ‘em all.Pay close attention to the ways people talk about you. If they misspell

your name, recognize it and utilize it. Most artists have to deal with some form of mangled

names, title and lyrics somewhere along the way. For months, when I saw search terms that

brought people to my website for Futurehit.DNA, I noticed that a sizeable minority were looking

at “Future Hit” rather than my preferred “Futurehit”. Minor issue, I thought, because they were

still getting to my site. But it took me awhile to realize that I needed to add “Future Hit” to my

Google Alerts, along with “Futurehit.” While doing this produced a lot of people who would not

be leads, I did find fans I would have missed otherwise.Once you identify these people, reach

out to them. All of them. Friend them. Send them a tweet. Email them a free download link. Use

every means you can to get to them. I mention bands regularly in my status updates. Know

how many reach back out to me? About one in 50. Trust me, your connection will stick out; it

will take you a good step closer to having a fan. The person may think, “Wow, that band noticed

me.” People like to be recognized, so recognize them.But don’t stop there. Every once in

awhile, group all these new friends together and put them in a post. Say, “Thanks to all of our

new fans,” and list them. You like to be acknowledged. So do your fans.Heck, why stop at status



updates? Did you ever read a blog in which you were mentioned? Did that pop up on your

Google Alerts? Sure it did. But did you then find out who wrote it? Research that person’s

Twitter name? Reach out to them on Facebook? You get my point.These people are

ADVERTISING to be your fan. They want to be heard. They want to be acknowledged that

they’re cool for knowing you. They want to be appreciated that they openly liked you. So do

it.TWITTER SEARCH FOR NEW FANSHow do you go about finding prospective fans? How do

you make the most productive use of your time? And how do you do it without annoying

everyone? Well, you have to be careful about the annoying part (that’s all in your tone), but I

can help you with the other stuff.First, identify the artists you think appeal most to people who

will also like your music. Begin by polling your fans about their musical choices. Let’s not fool

ourselves. Because it’s often hard to pull people to where they want to be, go where your fans

naturally are. There’s a time and place to lead people, but at this point, you need people to

lead.Also, aside from polling your fans, make sure that you look at iTunes and Ebook Tops

sales of your music and see what the profile is there. Even if your sales are small, these sites

will aggregate the artists that your buyers have bought the most. From that list, you might be

able to pick up a few good artist ideas. It doesn’t have to be perfect, it just needs to be a place

to start.Now that you have your list of artists that your fans like, cross off the three biggest acts.

Going down those roads will be a waste of time, because everyone likes them! If people who

like you also like U2, that obviously doesn’t mean that U2 fans will automatically like you. It just

means U2 is so big that inevitably you will have a decent number of U2 fans. Also keep in mind

that fans of these hugely popular bands tend not to be passionately open to new artists. Their

tastes are so broad and mainstream that they may provide very little help to your career. There

are exceptions to the rule, of course, but we’re trying to save time. So cross those names

off.That still leaves you with a list of some good-sized bands. Find the three that you think

inspire the most passionate response from their fans. You are focusing on finding those people

who, should they like your music, will generate a fervor that is contagious. You want to get fans

that are not only going to like you; they’ll also tell all their friends about you.How do you find

these fans? There are many ways, but I like a site called Tweetreach. On this site, you can type

in any subject and get a snapshot of the people who have been tweeting about that subject

recently. It’s mostly like Twitter search, but it contains a key difference.In the right column of the

Tweetreach results page is a list of impressions for each person. Tweetreach looks at the

people tweeting about your chosen subject and calculates how many followers they have. This

allows you to see the number of “impressions” each of their tweets can make. Naturally, you

want to reach as many people as possible, so start with the top three people on that list. But

before you contact them, make sure you double-check their tweets to ensure they’re a good

match. They may live in another country, which might not be a good target. They could also be

mentioning the artist negatively. No sense reaching out to the person who does not fit your fan

profile.After you’ve identified three key prospects, your next move is to begin following them.

This is a welcome gesture to show that, before you ask anything of them, you are adding

yourself to their list of followers. If they turn out not to be interested in communicating, you can

always unfollow them later. Wait a few days to see if they will follow you. If they do, you now

have the perfect opening to reach out. Send them a tweet thanking them for the follow, and

mention that you thought they might like your music. Send them a link to the most productive

place you’ve found your music exposed: free download link, YouTube, Myspace…wherever you

see the best results.
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Mark S. Crawford, “Good ideas for the time being . . .. Jay Franks' experiences in the music

business, along with his passion for music, make him uniquely qualified to make simple, yet

effective, suggests as to how to hack/promote your music. Many of his suggestions utilize

current technology and practices, which make these good ideas for the time being, but may

also become out-dated as technolgy changes. As a way to stay current and relevant, this could

be a title series that is updated every 5 years, or so. On the other head, there are "tried and

true" suggestions, like using pretty girls in your visuals, or sell your music everywhere you can.

This is a good read for someone who is jumping into the fray, and doesn't want a lot of

technical details or over explanations.”

Corey K, “Fresh and Motivational. Reading this was automatic after reading Future Hit DNA. He

has a great down-to-earth, conversational writing style as he shares a ton of "geeky music biz"

stuff along with the solid music marketing info. He provides fresh real world examples of how to

promote music without getting preachy.Also, the information he provides gives you a sense of

control over your career. Armed with some knowledge and a great work ethic, feeling that

sense of control, for me anyway, is very motivational.If you like geeky music biz stuff and/or

need some tips on how to get more fans, this book is a no-brainer.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent tips.”

Scott@detone8, “The easiest-to-read music marketing book I've encountered. The thing that

stands out most when reading Jay Frank's Hack Your Hit: Free and cheap marketing tips for

musicians is his desire to really help musicians succeed. He works to use his own, vast

experience, as well as those that he has worked with or helped in the past, to bring this

wonderful collection of marketing ideas and tips ("hacks") to musicians everywhere. The short,

punchy chapters offer a great way to present the material in a way that is accessible to anyone.

Though Hack Your Hit targets musicians, most of the strategies in this book could be used by

anyone looking to get their product to work successfully on the market - especially in today's

world of social networks and digital media. (I'll be using these hacks to help my writing career

for sure.)Jay Frank uses both successes and failures to prove why his ideas should be

implemented. This really helps to show his knowledge and experience - the impetus for writing

the book. It feels he has gone through the same struggles as all of us who have tried to get our

names out there.To date, this has been the easiest-to-read marketing book I have encountered.

It is written with musicians in mind. This is evident in the use of short, manageable chapters

that quickly break down the "what," "how," and "why" of each hack. Most musicians don't want

to read a lengthy book on marketing even when they know how necessary marketing is to their

music careers. Each "hack" is explained in less than 5 pages, so now there are no

excuses.There are over 40 hacks throughout the book and each one is doable by any band

with the desire to be a hit. The only semi-confusing thing is what a "hack" means. Hopefully by

reading this review, you get the impression that a "hack" is basically an idea or strategy that if

executed will help you to carve your way into the music industry.It probably can't be said

enough, but Hack Your Hit brings up one of the main drives that should be behind any band:

"Live and breathe your music, on and off stage." Picking up a copy of Jay Frank's Hack Your Hit

is a great first step into the world of marketing in the music industry. With over 40 hacks, there

is plenty for a band to do on and off stage no matter what stage you are at in your music

career.- Scott @ detone8.com”

C. Murphy, “Fantastic book!. There are a lot of books out there covering the subject of how to



market yourself as a musician, but this is far and away the best. It cuts through all the

nonsense and gives really practical and sensible advice, not only for how to conduct yourself

as a musician, but as a person in life generally. ANY business would thrive from using these

marketing techniques because they are built largely on common sense. The more music-

related ideas and suggestions are not just outlines, this book goes into great detail about HOW

to market yourself, how to follow up, how to use the internet to speed things up and so on.It's

an expensive book (at least in paperback) but worth every penny.”

The book by Jay Frank has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 10 people have provided feedback.
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